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In this presentation, I mainly introduce our work in the sea-ice monitoring based on the SWIM data.
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 The sea-ice monitoring sensors traditionally include the altimeter with the vertical-

incidence mode of 0 degree, and the scatterometer and SAR with medium incidence

mode of 20-60 degrees. The SWIM is a new sensor with the vertical-incidence mode and 

the low incidence mode (2°, 4°, 6°, 8°, 10°).

 SWIM covers the latitude range of 80° of the North and South, including the sea-ice regions in 

the Arctic and the Antarctic.

 It is wondered whether the SWIM with the low-incidence mode can detect the sea ice.
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Analysis of the sea-ice condition

The first-year ice appears in the end of October, then develops rapidly through the 

November. The characteristic is unstable in the growing period.

The range of the multi-year ice is larger in the early November. The multi-year ice is 

covered with the snow from December leading to reducing its recognition 

accuracy. 

AARI: State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation the Arctic and Antarctic Research 
Institute
AARI provided the sea-ice chart as the expert interpretation results of the sea-ice 
classification.
The sea-ice product of Cryosat-2 (CS2 L2I) provided the sea-ice freeboard as the standard 
results.
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SWIM provided its L1A data with the waveform information.
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Feature was abbreviated to F.
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Users accuracy was abbreviated to UA.

The change rule of the Kappa coefficient was consistent with that of the overall accuracy. Therefore, 

the overall accuracy was used to analyze the classification result.
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The k vaule usually had the effect on the classification results.  In the test, the k-value range of the 

sea-ice classification was from 3 to 7. In the figure, the small circle represented the mean overall 
accuracy value calculated through the five k values. The short line above the small circle 
represented the maximal overall accuracy value calculated through the five k values, and The 
short line below the small circle represented the minimal overall accuracy value calculated 
through the five k values. It is shown that the change of the overall accuracy caused by the k 
value was little. Therefore, the k value of the KNN method had little influence on the the overall 
accuracies of the sea-ice classification. In our work, the k value was chosen the value of 3.
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The x axis represented the values of the sea-ice freeboard (unit: m), and the y axis 
represented the occurrence numbers of the values of the sea-ice freeboard.
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CC : correlation coefficient
MAE: man absolute error
RMSE: root mean square error
MRE: mean relative error
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That is all.
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